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Aqueous Bonding: A Chemical Appeal to Anthropology 
Aislinn Cottell, Vancouver Island University, Nanaimo, British Columbia  

Friend, if my name is bitter on your lips, 

I o t r  foul; deser d is your spite.  

My kind has yours so often scorned with quips 

of softness, matched to certain subjects trite.  

  

Holisti  ie s e e s offed a d spur ed, 
so certain of our stance above, apart: 

what use had we to human troubles learn?  

Our truths prevail regardless of the heart. 

  

Oh, how the times have darkly changed, my friend.  

For now those hearts have turned to oxide black.  

My truths they twist to direst, poisoned end, 

a tippi g poi t fro  hi h e o t o e a k. 
  

And so I reach to you with words of truce,  

through hat I k o  t ee s us a o o  o d: 
that bridge which every living thing must use, 

that springs from lakes and streams, all seas and ponds.  

  

I  i e,  stru ture fi ed a d ster  i  oath; 
I do t k o  ho  to speak their fluid to gue. 
But we must find a phase that holds us both;  

thus, at your feet my final hope is flung. 

 

I offer with these words an open door, 

into my world, such that you might explore: 

  

forge language; soul and mind united one, 

so ater s heali g a  perhaps e do e.   
 

 

This is part of our pro le , ou e said:  
the insistence to separate.  

Pull the good from 

 the bad, 

 the right from the wrong. 

 There s o sol e t  
that will separate these 

 toxins 

from our lives:  

in the real world,  

no waste beaker stands 

 to absolve our sins.  

Nothing here is immiscible: 

water welcomes all.[ ]  
 

Everything has a boiling point, and the 

heat is coming, whether 

we want it to  

or not;  

might well make good use 

of the flames.  

Water turns to steam; what will they 

become? 

Perhaps e ll at h a 

 glimpse of who they are,  

under all those layers.  

Perhaps if we simmer long 

 e ough, e ll fi d so ethi g 

worth distilling. 

The solute did t separate, 
distillate boiled at shocking rate: 

the result is clear, 

it echoes my fear, 

I pray this test was not too late. 

 

M  frie d, I  do e, it s our tur  o , 
I beg you to our world endow: 

my words, that they might see 

it s ot h per ole. 
Then— a e, e ll sur i e so eho . 

. 

Figure 2: Liquid-liquid extraction is used to 

separate compounds from a solution. 

Depending on the relative solubilities of the 

solute, the material is transferred from one  

layer to the other, and can then be used or 

discarded.[ ] 
Figure 3: Distillation is a process that can be 

used to separate a pure liquid from a 

mixture of liquids when the substance being 

isolated possesses a lower boiling point than 

the others in the solution.[ ] Figure 1: A phase diagram is a type 

of chart used to show at what 

conditions a substance resides in a 

certain physical state. 
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